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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION TO “AUTOMATIC INDEXED 
CALCULATION OF WACHSPRESS’ RATIONAL FINITE 
ELEMENT FUNCTIONS” BY G. R. DALTON 
Ron Dalton’s scheme for interpolating data over algebraic elements is an interesting application 
of the rational approximation theory developed in my book A Rational Finite Element Basis. 
Difficulties regarding lack of uniqueness of Dalton’s constructions in some cases are resolved 
in this introduction. Moreover, concepts introduced here provide motivation for the rational 
basis construction that would have guided the initial development. Dalton’s work led to this 
line of reasoning which illuminates acrucial aspect of the problem of patchwork approximation 
over complex geometric onfigurations. The analysis follows. 
RATIONAL INTERPOLATION OVER ALGEBRAIC ELEMENTS 
Given. A regular algebraic element of order m with n sides. 
To find. A rational interpolant of boundary data with the function 
R(x, Y) = Pm-zk y)/Q,-3(x, Y), 
with no error on the element boundary when the data is linear on each side. The subscripts are 
maximal degrees of the polynomials P and Q. 
Construction of the interpolant. Choose the coordinate origin in the element and normalize 
Q to unity at the origin. Then there are ,C2 free coefficients in Pm_2 and ,,,- ,C, - 1 free 
coefficients in Qm-3 for a total of 
F = & + ,_,c2 - 1 = m(m - 2) 
coefficients to be determined from the boundary data. Existence of a solution is guaranteed by 
the theory in my book A Rational Finite Element Basis, [Academic Press (1975)]. 
Letsideibeacurveoforderri,i = 1,2,. . . , n and 27 ri = m. If any side is of order 
greater than two, boundary interpolation will not in general determine a unique R(x, y). The 
basis function theory in my book shows that if side i contains a point of multiplicity s(p, side i), 
then this point p should be of multiplicity s(p, side i) - 1 on the adjoint curve Q. This condition 
should be imposed on Q in addition to fitting of linear data on the sides of the element. Multiple 
points of boundary curves must fall outside the element. These points impose an additional 
g(i) = (ri - l)(ri - 2)/2 
conditions on the coefficients of Q and thereby reduce the degrees of freedom in R(x, y) from 
F to 
F’ = m(m - 2) - 2 (ri - l)(ri - 2)/2 
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The approximation error for interpolation of the linear function f. is 
15 - Pm-zk y)lQ(x, y) = {L(x, Y)Q,,~_@, y) - P,_~(_~, Y)}/Q(,~, ?). 
The number of degrees of freedom of a polynomial of degree m - 2 on a curve of order r is 
(see p. 110 in my book) 
f(r) = dim P,_,(mod P,) = r(2m - 1 - r)/2 
whenrem - 1. 
If the data are fit at f(r) nodes on each side of order r, then there is no interpolation error 
on the boundary for linear data on each side. Vertices are always chosen as data points. An 
additional f(r) - 2 points are. chosen along each side of order r. Let f(i) denote f{r(i)}. The 
total number of data points on the boundary is 
N = n vertices + 2 {f(i) - 2) side points 
i=l 
= n + 2 (2mri - r, - t-f)/2 - 2n 
I=1 
= m2 - ml2 - 2 r, 
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Thus, N = F’ and the boundary data yield at least one R of the required form. 
Uniqueness of Q 
Degree-k boundary data are single-valued at vertices and of maximal degree k on each 
element side. Any such data over a regular algebraic element with boundary curve C of order 
m may be fit by a rational interpolant of the form 
Rk Y) = Pm-3+&, yVQm-,b. Y) 
with Q not dependent on the data. This property of the interpolant places conditions on Q that 
motivates the entire analysis of rational basis function construction. 
Data variation along the sides leads in general to multiple-valued interpolants at exterior 
multiple points of boundary curve C. This general behavior imposes constraints on Q. The 
curve of Q must have multiplicity 
m,(Q) = m,(C) - 1 
at all nonvertex multiple points p of boundary curve C at which different sides of C intersect. 
When the sides of C are all of order less than three, a unique Q of maximal order m - 3 is 
determined by these constraints. The interpolated data need not be multiple-valued at exterior 
multiple points of boundary components of order greater than two at which different sides do 
not intersect. These multiple points lead to an arbitrariness which is removed by imposing 
nonessential constraints on Q. 
Dalton interpolates boundary data to generate R. He observes situations where Q is not 
determined uniquely from his data. These are precisely the cases where the boundary data have 
fewer than the maximum allowable multiplicities at exterior intersection points of boundary 
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curve C. For example, if one fits nonzero linear data on two adjacent sides of a pentagon, the 
interpolated function is single-valued at one of the exterior intersection points of the sides. 
Rational wedge W( 1; x, y) is zero at the intersection of sides (4; 5) and (2; 3). This confirms 
the existence of the “wrong” bases described in Section 2.6 of my book. The “correct” adjoint 
is obtained in this case by placing (4; 5) fl (2; 3) in the curve of Q. 
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